




Computer education, international languages, living and sports skills, 
are among the priorities of  plans for children and juniors in this age. 
Khoshkhan publication, has taken steps and will continue to do so in 
this regard while trusting in God, benefitting from the distinguished 
students who have won the scientific Olympiad medal, the top stu-
dents of  the central university examination, and the best teachers and 
publishers of  the   country.

The present book on teaching computer to children and juniors is 
among the services of  the publication mentioned above, which we 
hope would be satisfactory to our children,their parents and teachers. 
Please let us know about possible problems and your critiques of  the 
book.

                                                                              Rasoul Hajizadeh director of 

                                                                             Khoshkhan publication 



To our dear families
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 In the name of  the creator of  creativities

 The present book is the 3rd volume of  the book
 series “Project-based Learning of  Computer
 for Kids”. Maybe the biggest chance of  the
 authors is that although the lesson plan of  this
 series has been prepared up to the 7th volume
 since 2011, the experience of  synchronous
 teaching in schools and different educational
 centers helped us to observe many problems
 of  the project and remove them in each
volume after the previous one.

 Nowadays, there are several communication
 tools in every home. Most of  us are spending
 remarkable part of  our days to search
 in the internet for routine activities or
 entertainment. Such rate of  using encourages
 the kids around us more than ever to enter
 this wonderful world. In many families, this
 entrance is completely experimental and
 happened depending on the kids’ access
 level to the communication tools. The basic
 problem in this type of  entrance to the virtual
 world is lack of  specific purpose and plans,
 which sometimes leads to useless and even
 dangerous relation with internet. The main
 subject of  discussions in this volume is
 about getting familiar with internet and its
 applications. Something that is felt important

 more than any other time in all educational centers of  such age group (kids). One
 of  the most common applications of  internet is for research activities, which is
 elaborated in this book and can be a good settlement for enabling kids in research
 activities especially during their future education. In this case, being aware of
 some keywords in other languages is useful for research activities. Therefore,
 using internet-based dictionaries taught in a short lesson. Creating a personal
 email account in addition to getting familiar with its different sections is taught
 elaborately. Moreover, how to use internet-based maps is pointed out during the
 lessons about application of  internet. Training some of  Microsoft Office applications
 reviewed and elaborated in some cases in order to create a significant connection
 between this book and the two previous volumes in addition to keep the coherence
 of  discussions in all three volumes. In addition, some useful applications of  Flash
 software introduced in the last lessons as great endings of  the present volume
 can be considered as a helpful guide for learners to create professional clips as
the final project of  this book.

 As in the two previous volumes note that studying this book for the related age
 group (about 9 to 12) without teacher’s or parents’ help might be a little hard to
 digest. Therefore, it is recommended to the respected parents with emphasize
 that study each lesson if  a useful educational class is not available and do not

f



 hesitate to accompany their children in learning such issues (beside its childish
 language). It is also necessary to note that although the main audiences of  this
 book are the Iranian kids who are learning in Persian anywhere, we believe that
 the English text of  the book which is the very language of  computer, lead to the
 kids’ progress in computer knowledge.

 Finally, we should appreciate comprehensive supports of  Mr. Rasoul Hajizadeh
 the respected Manager of  Khoshkhan Publications as before because this book
 and previous volumes never published without his support and trust. Moreover,
 thanks to the respected authorities of  the Pishgaman Arseye Pajoohesh (Pioneers
 of  Research Field) institute for providing a professional and responsible team to
 compile and prepare the book in addition to special thanks to Mr. Heydar Shamas
and Mansoor Keshavarz for their helpful opinions in translation and edition.

Hope that this book takes even a little step in the direction of  kids education.

                    Autumn 2016

Mahsan Keshavarz – Parinaz Sadeghi
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Typing texts (A review of  sessions 7 through17 from the 
second volume)

My dear friends, as you remember from the previous volume, you learned how 
to type using ten fingers in the correct way. To recap (remind you), fill in the 
following keyboard using both Farsi and English letters, and then color the 
keyboard.

After completing the above keyboard exercise, type the following text within 
10 minutes.

   

Date:First session:

     \     Tab

     Caps Lock

     Ctrl Fn      Alt

  Backspace
    `

    ~
    

     Esc

     Ctrl     Alt

    ! 2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     0

2     3

    4     5     6

    7     8     9

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12

    Enter

    0
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There was a grocery shop in a town. Plenty of  mice lived in that grocery shop. 
Food was in plenty for them. They ate everything and spoiled all the bags. They 
also wasted the bread, biscuits and fruits of  the shop. 
The grocer got really worried. So, he thought "I should buy a cat and let it stay 
at the grocery. Only then I can save my things." 
He bought a nice, big fat cat and let him stay there. The cat had a nice time 
hunting the mice and killing them. The mice could not move freely now. They 
were afraid that anytime the cat would eat them up. 
The mice wanted to do something. They held a meeting and all of  them tweeted 
"We must get rid of  the cat. Can someone give a suggestion"? 
All the mice sat and brooded. A smart looking mouse stood up and said, "The 
cat moves softly. That is the problem. If  we can tie a bell around her neck, then 
things will be fine. We can know the movements of  the cat". 
“Yes, that is answer," stated all the mice. An old mouse slowly stood up and 
asked, "Who would tie the bell?" After some moments there was no one there 
to answer this question.
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Yes

Homework

 

Type one or more paragraphs of  an interesting story you have read, and 
save it on a flash memory then answer the following questions carefully. 

2-How many lines were in your story? How long did it take you to 
type the story?

No1-Did you place your fingers on the keyboard correctly? 
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Date:Second session:

Word
 Word Illustration

 Illustration tools of  “Word” software 
A review of  the second volume 

Microsoft Word

Draw the following sample in “Microsoft word” in the classroom.
(You may choose to select your own sample or one that your teacher selects.) 

"
 word

"
 Hooray! Now, I can design a beautiful
 page using the things I have learned in
 Word and show it to my friends and my
 .teacher
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My dear friends, now we want to illustrate a page of  your ......................... book 
in the classroom

On different days at home, using Word, create the pages that your teacher has 
selected.  Then save them on your flash memory.  If  you would like, you may 
print your created pages in color and bring them to the classroom.

luuuuuuustrate a page 

Homework

Exercise number 1: 
Book name:              ……….. grade  page number:

Exercise number 2: 
Book name:              ……….. grade  page number:
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My dear friends, in this session we are going to learn the “Internet” and its 
application in our daily life. 

Introduction to “INTERNET” and its applications(1)

   

Date:Third session:

In your opinion, what can we do with the Internet.



88888888888
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.

Now, you tell me what you can do with the Internet?

My dear friends, ask your parents or people around you, what they do with 
the Internet.

The Internet is a global network that consists of  billions of  inter-connected 
computers.  Any person who connects to the Internet using a computer or an 
Internet device (mobile phone or tablet) can send or receive text, pictures, 
and videos.

What do we need to connect to the Internet?

Internetrnet
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Modem is a device, that connects computers, laptops, tablets or cellphones to 
the Internet via a phone line.

ISP

ADSL

First, we need a phone line and a modem to connect to the internet.

What is a modem?
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We must buy an Internet service from an Internet Service Provider(ISP). The 
most widely used service found in most homes, offices and companies is 
ADSL service.

We can connect our devices to the modem in one of  the following 
two methods:

PC 
LAN

This method is used to connect a computer or a laptop only and it 
cannot be used to connect a tablet or a cell phone.
In this way, you have to plug in one side of  a special cable which 
is called “LAN cable” to the modem and the other side to your PC 
or your laptop. After doing so, your computer is connected to the
 Internet.

LAN

First method:Usinga LAN cable
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This method is for connecting laptops, tablets and mobile phones to the 
Internet. However, many desktop computers (PC) could also be connected 
to the Internet using Wi-Fi.
In this way, look for the name of  your modem that has been detected by your 
device. Then, select the name of  your modem and enter your password in 
the pop-up box. If  the entered password is correct, your device connects 
to the Internet. (Note that if  the device is already connected to the modem, 
you do not need to enter the password every time, and after the first use, 
the password will be saved in its memory).

 Wi-Fi PC 

 Password

Wi-Fi

Second method: using Wi-Fi waves    

tababblelel tstst and mobile phhhooo
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" Wi-Fi FREE "

An interesting point:
You see the term “WI-FI free” in many restaurants and entertainment centers. 
This means that you can use Internet services of  such places without paying 
any money.

After connecting to the Internet we need a web browser to open web pages.

Polar Restaurant WiFi
Free
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Web browser is a software which we can view web pages through it.The most 
popular web browser are listed in the above.

web browser

Internet Explorer Google ChromeFirefox  SafariOpera  

1- At home, check the connection method used between your computer and 
the modem.  Draw the method detailing its parts.You can use Paint software to 
draw the modem and its connections.

paint

wewwwww  can view we
in the above.

Homework
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4- Which one of  the following web browsers is installed on your home PC or 
laptop?

3-Which one of  the following tasks cannot be done using the Internet?

2- Connect the correct shape to the blank space in the below sentence: 
In order to connect my computer to the Internet, I need a phone line 
connected to the Internet and a ……
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Introduction to “INTERNET” and its applications(2)

After connecting to the Internet, select a web browser from the start menu 
to visit web pages.

Start Web Browser

   

Date:Fourth session
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Google Chrome

In this book “Google Chrome” images are used.

(Address bar)

Just as a person’s home has an address, every Internet site has an 
address which must be typed in the “Address bar”. 

Address bar

Where is the address bar?

 Address
Bar

As you can see, there is a bar on the top of  the browser named “address bar” 
where you can type the address of  the website or the search engine you want 
to visit.   
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(URL) 

" "

Internet addresses (URL) like every other address consist of  different 
parts. For example when you want to write your home address on an 
envelope, you write the house number, the street name, the city name, 
and the state abbreviation. Similarly, Internet addresses consist of 
four parts which will be introduced in the following section.
 

http:// 

1- The first part of  any Internet address is http://.  This part does not 
need to be entered as it will appear automatically when the rest of  the 
Internet address is entered.

World Wide Web  www 

2- The second part is “www” which must be typed at the beginning of  all 
addresses and it is the abbreviated form of  “World Wide Web”.
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… Google Yahoo Roshd koodakan

com, net, org, gov, info, ir 

3- The third part is the name of  the web site you want to visit. For example          
Google, Yahoo, Roshd, Koodakan,etc.

4- And finally, the last part is a suffix which is written at the end of  each 
address and is called the “Internet Domain”. For example; com, net, org, 
gov, info, ir  .

Observe that each part of  an Internet address is separated by a dot.

http://www com

So an Internet address is in the following format:
 http://www.(website name).(suffix like com)

(dot) (www)

Below are a few suggested useful web sites:

1.www.koodakan.org
2.www.Roshd.ir
3.www.google.com
4.www.wikipedia.org


